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SOLVENT BASE DRESSINGS
S-86
PREMIUM BLUE™ DRESSING

S-93
PRIME SHINE™ DRESSING

Our multi-purpose, solvent base dressing
utilizes high viscosity silicones to produce a rich,
long lasting, high gloss shine on rubber, plastic
and vinyl surfaces. Works great on interiors and
exteriors. Fresh fruit fragrance. VOC COMPLIANT.

Premium, high gloss dressing prevents
drying, cracking, fading and hardening of
rubber, plastic and vinyl surfaces on both
interiors and exteriors. Use on tires, bumpers,
moldings, trim, vinyl tops and dashboards.
UV resistant. Fruity fragrance. VOC COMPLIANT.

Sizes: 1, 5 and 55 gallon

Sizes: 22 oz. bottle w/spayer,1 and 5 gallon

S-87
BLUE GLOSS™ DRESSING

This economical, multi-purpose, solvent base,
exterior dressing restores rubber, vinyl and plastic
to their original luster. Lays down immediately
and dries to a high gloss, weather resistant
coating that won’t wash off. Fresh fruit fragrance.
Sizes: 1, 5 and 55 gallon

S-94
WET LOOK™ DRESSING

Super high gloss dressing for exteriors. Lays
down smoothly and produces a "wet look"
on tires & plastic trim that lasts for weeks.
Helps prevent drying, cracking, fading and
hardening of exterior surfaces. Can be sprayed
on wet tires without streaks. Fruity fragrance.
Sizes: 1, 5 and 55 gallon

S-88
VANTAGE™
NON-SILICONE DRESSING

This high gloss, ready to use, solvent base formula
has a special blend of natural oils that produce a
high gloss, water repellent coating. Restores the
new car look to rubber, vinyl and plastic without
the wor ries of air borne sil i cones. Fresh fruit
fragrance. CONTAINS NO SILICONE. BODY SHOP SAFE
Sizes: 1 and 5 gallon

ARD-472
PRO®-SHINE™

The fast and easy way to shine vinyl and plastic surfaces.
Makes automotive trim look new again. Just spray on
and walk away. No wiping required. Its quick dry formula
produces a clear, high gloss coating on interior and exterior
surfaces that last for weeks. Great for coating hard to
reach places like air conditioning vents. VOC COMPLIANT .
Size: Net Wt.13 oz.

ANS-880
SILIGON™ NON-SILICONE DRESSING

Aerosol, non-silicone formula is a special blend of
natural oils which produce a high gloss shine on
all types of surfaces. Restores the new car look
to faded rubber, vinyl and plastic surfaces. Fresh
fruit fragrance. CONTAINS NO SILICONE . BODY SHOP SAFE
Size: Net Wt.13 oz.

ATS-1
TIRE SHINE™

Fast & easy to use tire coating. Spray on and walk away.
No messy foam. No wiping required. Quick drying formula
produces an instant high gloss shine on all tires. Polymer resin
technology helps to yield a durable, weather resistant coating
that lasts for weeks. Wide angle spray pattern. VOC COMPLIANT.
Size: Net Wt.9 oz.

